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This paper deals with maximum likelihood estimation of linear or nonlinear 
functional relationships assuming that replicated observations have been made 
on p variables at n points. The joint distribution of the pn errors is assumed to 
be multivariate normal. Existing results are extended in two ways: first, from 
known to unknown error covariance matrix; second, from the two variate to the 
multivariate case. 
For the linear relationship it is shown that the maximum likelihood point 
estimates are those obtained by the method of generalized least squares. The 
present method, however, has the advantage of supplying estimates of the 
asymptotic covariances of the structural parameter estimates. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present model assumes the existence of a functional relationship between 
independent mathematical variables 6, q..., and a dependent mathematical 
variable J. Without loss of generality, we may restrict our exposition to the 
case of two independent variables. Let the form of the functional relationship 
be 
5 = 4x1, 7; 4, (14 
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where a is a vector of structural parameters CL, ,..., 01~ . Now suppose that n 
triplets of observations (xi ,yi , zi), i = l,..., n, are made in an attempt to 
observe n distinct points (ti , vi , li) satisfying (1.1). Let x, y, z and 5, q, < 
denote the corresponding column vectors with n components: for example, 
x’ = (x1 ,..., x,), where the prime denotes transposition. The errors of observa- 




and the augmented row vector e’ = (y’, S’, E’ is assumed to have a multivariate ) 
normal distribution N(0, C). 
The problem is to estimate a and C from Y stochastically independent sets of 
observations (replications) xlc , y, , zL (K = 1 ,..., r) when it is known a priori 
that each such set corresponds to the same underlying 5, q, <. In other words, 
within a replication, the error ya will in general be correlated with 6, and et 
whether 4, s, t are equal or not; but any error occurring in one replication will be 
independent of any error in a different replication. 
This general assumption on the covariance matrix X has been made for a 
variety of reasons. 
First, Moran [8] has drawn attention to the difficulties sometimes associated 
with maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of functional relationships and 
commented that “some different approach is necessary” before proceeding 
to discuss the generalized least-squares principle of estimation. However, 
Dolby [4] has since shown that, given normality, both methods lead to the same 
set of estimation equations. This equivalence was established for the bivariate 
linear relationship with I: genera1 but known. One of the aims of this paper is 
to extend the proof of equivalence to a wider context, namely, the multivariate 
case in which C may be any unknown positive definite symmetric matrix. 
Second, there are a number of models of significant practical utility in which 
the complexity of the assumed covariance structure lies somewhere between 
the full generality of this paper and the simplest case in which the components 
of e are uncorrelated. Thus, for example, Sprent [9] considers the case in which 
the errors associated with a given experimental unit (ri , 6,) ci) are correlated 
but independent of those from another experimental unit. I f  the corresponding 
3 x 3 covariance matrix CC* is independent of i, then Z factorizes into the 
Kronecker product C* @ I a quasi-diagonal matrix of n 3 x 3 blocks. Further, 
Villegas [lo] has shown that in (possibly incomplete) block designs a realistic 
assumption when a functional relation is to be fitted to the treatment estimates 
is that C = Z* OK, where K is a known n x n positive definite symmetric 
matrix and C* is an unknown 3 x 3 matrix. 
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The present theoretical extension establishes that the least-squares methods 
of Brown [3] and Sprent [9], on the one hand, and the ML methods of Barnett 
[2], Villegas [IO], and Dolby and Lipton [S], on the other hand, are in reality 
special cases of a single line of development. When C is known a priori as in 
[9, 41 or when C is unknown but replicated observations are available as in 
[2, 10, 51, and the present paper, ML estimation yields genuine maxima. When 
X is not known and the data are not replicated, the generalized least-squares 
method becomes undefined, and, at least in investigated cases, the “maximum” 
likelihood procedure yields saddle points of the likelihood surface as discussed 
in [8, 51. 
In the Discussion on [9], Bartlett pointed out “that if the assumptions about 
the errors are left general, the problem of estimating their variance-covariance 
matrix is very difficult; and there is much to be said for emphasizing cases 
which are less complicated.” In the same discussion, Lindley criticized the 
generalized least-squares approach on the ground that it gave no information 
regarding the variability of the estimates, and Barnett mentioned the need for 
a method of estimating a and Z simultaneously. The present maximum likelihood 
approach provides for such simultaneous estimation and gives a derivation of 
the asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimates, thereby meeting the above 
criticisms of generalized least squares. However, as is usual in multivariate 
methods, a high degree of replication (T > 3n) is unavoidable when C is left 
general. In the numerical illustration of Section 6 we provide one example 
of the general case (with five points and 16 replications) but emphasize a second 
more practical example in which Z = 6* @ I and ten points are replicated four 
times. 
2. THE NORMAL EQUATIONS 
From the specification of the model described in Section 1, it is clear that the 
log-likelihood function is given by 
1OgL = const - 4r log ) C ) - 4 i eiC-lek , 
k=l 
(2-l) 
where ek’ = (yk’, Sic’, R e ‘) = (Xk - 5, yk - n, zk - Q’. We shall partition the 
3n x 3n matrix C and its inverse C-l conformably with ek as follows. 
+I; ;; $1, w=p$ i$ g. (2.2) 
Each block is of dimension n x n and the diagonal blocks are symmetric. 
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Only the third term on the right-hand side of (2.1) is a function of a, E, 3, 
and differentiating with respect to these parameters we have 
where O,,, denotes an s x t matrix of zero elements, I,, is the n x pt unit matrix, 
N is the n x p matrix (@J&}, (i = l,..., n; s = l,..., p), M, = diag(a[,/atl ,..., 
?JabJ ad MS = ~kdahl~l ,..., %J%J. 
It is well known (see, e.g., [l p. 471) that the function 
f(Z) = BN log 1 C-l j - 4 tr(Z-lA) 
has a maximum at C-l = NA-l and that under certain regularity conditions 
C = N-lA. If this result is applied to the maximization of (2.1) it becomes 
clear that 
e = r-l 2 
xk - t [ 1 yk - 4 (xk’ - e, yk’ - fi’, 2; - e’), (2.6) k=l zk - 0 
where & = t;(& , +ji ; G), i = l,..., n. The matrix 2 is nonsingular of course 
only if r > 3tt. In the special cases referred to in the Introduction, the replication 
may be reduced to 3, the number of variables entering into the functional 
relationship. For example, when C = C* @ I, then the estimate of 2 in (2.6) is 
replaced by e* @ I, where 
e* = ,++ -$ t 
xik - li [ 1 yik - +ji (Xik - .$ ,yik - 7ji , ,?$k - [,). k==l i=l Zik - ti 
However, in the general and special cases, e, 3, B depend on 2 through 
(2.3)-(2.5), which may be rewritten in the form 
a: A@,‘(Z - E) + f%‘(Y - 4) + qz - 0) = O,*l , (2.7) 
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5: Al + ~A’)(~ - 9 + (A,2 + filB,‘)(y - 9) 
+ (8, + file)@ - e, = o,,, , 
rl: (A;, + ~&)(jz - E) + (A,, + ti&)(y - 4) 
+ (8, + W)(Z - 0) = o,,, , 
where SE = r-l C’,=, xL and 7, L are similarly defined. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
3. THE INFORMATION MATRIX 
The information matrix is defined by 
where fIi , Oj are any two of the parameters, and is most easily obtained in this 
application using the rightmost form and the fact that 
(3.2) 
Corresponding to the structural parameters a there is a p x p block of the 
information matrix given by 
-W log -WW log Wa)‘~ = P,,n O,,, 
= rN’CN, 
N’l z-+ijI1 eke+-’ FJ 
by (3.2) and (2.2). The n x rz block corresponding to the incidental parameters 
g is 
E((a log Wi.)(a log WV) = I?, %n MJE-l@~leke,‘)~-l vfj 
= r(A,, + MA’ + B,M, + M,CM,). 
Further, the off-diagonal p x 7t block corresponding to a and g is 
E [(F)(w)‘] = [O,,, O,,., N’] rC-l O:n [ 1 kl 
= rN’(B,’ + CM,). 
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Collecting these and similar results, we find that the block of V-1 corresponding 
to the parameters a, g, YI has the form 
N’(B,’ + CM,) NW’ + Cnn,) 
Y All +M&’ +BlMl +M,CMl A,, +M,B,’ +B,M, +&CM, 
1 
. 
A,, + Ma% + B&b + WCMa 
(3.3) 
So far the parameters aij , which are the elements of C, have not been con- 
sidered. It will now be shown that E(@ logL/(&ij M)} = 0 if 0 is any element 
of u, 5 or q. Clearly, it is only necessary to consider the last term on the right- 
hand side of (2.1) in evaluating such second derivatives. Now, as in (2.3), we have 
and 
i3(e~Z-lek)jt3a = -(0 0 N') C-le, 
a((0 0 N’) Z-lek}/Lbtj = (0 0 N’) LE-l/hijek , 
which has zero expectation since E(e,) = 0. A similar argument applies when 
g or q replaces a. 
To complete the calculation of the information matrix, it is therefore necessary 
only to consider quantities of the form -Et8 logL/(hij &,,)}, where afj , 
=rs are any two elements (not necessarily distinct) of C. These expectations are 
the same as in the standard problem of estimating the parameters of the normal 
distribution from a random sample, and apart from the factor Y, are given by 
risrir + *irTis 9 i # j, r # s, 
7irTjr 7 i#j, r=s, (3.4) 
7~~lZ i = j, Y = s, 
where 7ij is the i, jth element of C-l. 
4. THE ASYMPTOTIC COVARLWCE MATRIX OF THE ESTIMATES 
At this stage it is useful to introduce an abbreviated notation in which 
(4.1) 
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with similar definitions of F, B, G. It may be noted that this concise notation 
caters for the case of many independent variables. The information matrix 
may now be written in the form 





where elements of T are defined by (3.4). The asymptotic covariance matrix 
of the estimates is the inverse V of (4.2). Clearly, T may be inverted indepen- 
dently of the rest of the matrix to give T-l, which has as its typical element 
aisujr + aira5s 7 (4.3) 
whether or not i = j or r = s. This fact may be verified by displaying T-1 in 
full and multiplying it by the matrix whose structure is defined by (3.4). The 
result (4.3) agrees with analogous large-sample results in multivariate distribution 
theory (see, e.g., [7, Eq. (41.98), Sect. 41.191). 
Applying the matrix identity 
in which A, , B, are assumed to be nonsingular, to the matrix in (4.2), we find 
that the asymptotic covariance matrix of the structural parameters a (the 
inverse of the leading block) is (rN’YN)-I, where 
Y = C - (B’ + CM’)(A + MB’ + BM’ + MCM’)-1 (B + MC). (4.5) 
This matrix Y may be simplified by expressing it in terms of the blocks F, G, 




H-M’G-G’G’NI+M’m - (4-7) I 
But the left-hand sides of (4.6) and (4.7) are inverses of each other and therefore 
so are the right-hand sides. Denoting H - M’G - G’M + M’FM by 0 and 
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by applying (4.4) to the right-hand side of (4.6), we find that Y = 0-l. Thus 
the asymptotic covariance matrix of the structural parameters is 
V, = (YN’B-lN)-l. (4.8) 
It would be possible, using (4.4), to derive similar expressions for the inverses 
of the remaining blocks. These are not given here since our main interest is in 
finding the asymptotic covariances of Q and 2. 
5. GENERALIZED LEAST SQUARES 
As indicated in the first section, our motive for assuming a general form for C 
was to establish, in a wider context than hitherto, that given normality, gener- 
alized least-squares (GLS) estimation is equivalent to ML estimation. Sprent 
[9, Sect. 31 has described the GLS procedure for a model that differs from the 
present one only in that I: is assumed known. It is possible to establish the 
equivalence of the two procedures provided we identify the means P, 7, Z of the 
present paper with the observations x, y, z of the GLS procedure in which 
the assumed knowledge of C has removed the need for replication. The GLS 
method of fitting the linear functional relationship 
is to define a vector iC = Z - pi% - fl,ji and to minimize with respect to /3r 
and /$ the quadratic form 
u = *‘e-l+, (5.2) 
where 8 = r2E(i%iW’) is the 11 x 71 covariance matrix of the vector rl. An 
equivalent description of GLS is that we minimize the quadratic form 
u = P’q3, 
where f%’ = (& , 8s , -1), X is the 71 x 3 matrix (!Z, 5, Z) (in Sprent’s formula- 
tion X = (x, y, z), of course) and 4 is the 3 x 3 matrix, 4 = X9-1X. The 
equivalence of the two descriptions arises from the fact that iij = -Xp’. 
The objective of this section is to show that the GLS equations aU/+J = 0 
and aU/af12 = 0 are identical with the ML equations (2.7) when 5 satisfies (5.1) 
and a’ = (/I1 , /Is.). 
For the linear functional relation, M’ = &I p21) and we may express CC in 
the form ji 
G=(---M’,I) 7 ) [I e 
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from which it becomes clear, using (4.7), that 
Q = (-M’, I)Z [-I”] = H-M’G-G’M+M’FM. 
Thus, 0 has the same meaning as in the previous section, as has been anticipated 
by the notation. Let us first differentiate (5.2) with respect to & and &, to obtain 
the GLS equations. It is known that if A is any nonsingular matrix whose 
elements are functions of a scalar t, then the element-by-element derivative 
of A-r with respect to t is 
dA-lldt = -A-l(dA/dt) A-l. 
Noting that aM’/api = (I, 0), we find that 
au/a)& = --a’Q-‘3 - a’e-l(ae/aj3J e-lie - we-3, 
%1/a/3, = -(I, 0)G - G’ [;] + (I, 0) F’M + M’F [;I, 
and hence 
aujap, = -2{iz - (I, O)(G - FM) S-l*}’ 8-%, (5.3) 
aujap, = -2{ji - (0, I)(G - mi) e-%x+’ 4wk (5.4) 
Writing Q for A + MB’ + BM’ + MCM’, we see from (4.6) and (4.7) that 
Q(G-FM)+(B+MC)@=O; 
that is, 
-(G - FM) 8-l = Q-r(B + MC) = T = [:I, say. 
Finally, we obtain the generalized least-squares equations alJ/# = 0 in the 
form 
(5~ + T,%, 7 + Ta%)’ 8-l* = 0. (5.5) 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving that Eqs. (5.5) are, 
in fact, identical to the maximum likelihood equations for & , /?a . From the 
definition of c it follows that 
The ML equations (2.7X2.9), may be written in the form 
a: N’ ]B’ [; I@ + C(Z - 01 = 0 (5.7) 
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and 
5, l-l: (A + MB’) rf I;] + (B + MC)@ - G) = 0. (5.8) 
Substituting the right-hand side of (5.6) for Z - < in (5.Q we have 
Q [f I;] + (B + MC)i? = 0, 
that is, 
z-s 
[ I P-rl 
= --Tam (5.9) 
Thus, from (5.6), it follows that 
f  - < = (I - M’T)n 
and hence the ML equation (5.7) for a, when expressed in terms of 1, becomes 
N’{-B’T + C(1 - M’T))e = 0, 
which, by (4.5), is 
NC)-% = 0. (5.10) 
But, for the linear relationship, N = (5, q) and from (5.9) we know that 
5 = Z + Tl@ and YJ = 7 + T#. Hence (5.10) becomes 
(5~ + Tlw, 7 + T,w)’ 0-‘~ = 0, 
which is the same as (5.5). The equivalence of the GLS and ML methods of 
estimation is therefore proved. 
6. SOLUTION OF THE LIKELIHOOD EQUATIONS 
The ML equations may be solved iteratively as follows. 
(a) Use Z, 7 as initial estimates of p, r~, respectively; 
(b) Select an initial approximation for a, if necessary by regression 
methods; 
(c) Using these estimates of a, 5, q, calculate t; from Equation (1.1); 
(d) Compute an estimate of 2-l by inverting the right-hand side of (2.6) 
or its modified form in special cases; 
(e) Calculate the left-hand sides of (2.7)-(2.9) to obtain a p + 2n compo- 
nent vector t which will tend to zero as the process converges; 
(f) Invert (3.3) to obtain V and add Vt to the p + 2n estimates to obtain 
improved approximations. Repeat from step (c). 
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Consider the following set of data corresponding to n = 10 points each 
replicated r = 4 times. 
xjl 0.031 0.070 0.377 0.539 0.670 0.677 0.280 0.734 0.513 0.912 
yil 0.502 0.062 0.415 0.046 0.257 0.745 0.773 0.695 0.738 0.777 
Zil I.506 0.947 1.716 1.325 0.895 2.594 3.412 3.185 4.267 3.073 
xi2 -0.042 0.216 0.379 0.387 0.507 0.769 0.389 0.532 0.596 1.080 
yiz 0.374 0.312 0.563 0.112 -0.194 0.794 0.795 0.592 0.838 0.512 
ziz 1.481 1.039 1.241 1.466 0.912 2.807 3.383 2.790 4.090 3.532 
xi3 -0.176 0.219 0.282 0.313 0.609 0.354 0.295 0.562 0.684 1.202 
yi3 0.510 0.277 0.572 0.508 -0.425 0.145 0.856 1.005 0.487 0.386 
zjs 1.408 0.658 1.635 1.356 0.725 2.581 3.391 3.460 4.088 3.415 
xi4 0.230 0.009 0.264 0.048 0.184 0.498 0.553 0.943 0.714 0.775 
yi4 0.377 0.283 0.520 0.059 0.068 0.234 0.585 0.587 1.035 0.323 
zi4 1.593 1.035 1.551 1.257 0.762 2.318 3.192 3.107 3.763 2.916 
A linear functional relationship [ = ,Brt + pssar] was fitted to the above data on 
the assumption that while errors yi , &, Q were correlated at a given point 
(experimental unit), the errors at different points were independent. In other 
words, it was assumed that C was of the form Z* @I, where C* and I are 
matrices of dimension 3 x 3 and 10 x 10, respectively. Thus, with r = 4, 
ML estimation is possible since C* is nonsingular when r 3 3. From starting 
estimates of /3r = 1 and ,& = 4 the procedure converged to final estimates of 
& = 1.63 & 0.38, 
p2 = 3.39 * 0.39, 
where the limits are the asymptotic standard deviations. The pattern of conver- 
gence is given in Table I. In fact, the data were generated from a relation 
5 = 26 + 3~ by adding random deviates to values of ti and qi selected from 
the interval (0, 1). The deviates were generated from a normal population with 
covariance matrix 





using an algorithm by Hurst and Knop [6]. 
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TABLE I 
Convergence of the Iterative Procedure over Ten Cycles 
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0 1.0 4.0 
1 1.786 3.152 
2 1.654 3.328 
3 1.646 3.361 
4 1.633 3.379 
5 1.629 3.384 
6 1.627 3.386 
I 1.621 3.387 
8 1.626 3.387 
9 1.626 3.387 







0.31 x 10-s 0.017 
0.69 x lO-* 0.005 
0.16 x lO-4 0.001 
0.57 x 10-s 0.18 x 1OJ 
a The change in & between successive iterations is denoted by Sgi . 
The same method was applied to a further ten sets of data generated similarly 
and the estimates of ,!?I and /I2 together with their respective standard deviations 
and covariance are shown in Table II. The mean estimates of & and & over the 
ten sets are 2.06 and 3.10, respectively. Thus the method appears to have per- 
formed reasonably well. It has been noticed that when r = 3 the procedure 
often fails to converge. 
TABLE II 
Values of & , f12 and Their Standard Deviations and Covariance for 
10 Sets of Data: 10 Points, 4 Replications 
PI f SW’,) Pa zk SW%) -0, , Se) 
1.63 f 0.38 3.39 f 0.39 -0.121 
2.25 & 0.54 3.63 f 0.46 -0.077 
1.73 f 0.53 3.62 f 0.50 -0.196 
2.57 f 1.28 2.58 4~ 0.58 -0.650 
1.87 f 0.44 3.82 + 0.97 -0.243 
3.43 5 0.62 1.48 & 0.62 -0.300 
1.50 & 0.40 3.25 + 0.41 -0.103 
1.26 f 0.69 3.98 f 0.75 -0.429 
1.95 f 0.59 2.80 f 0.43 -0.226 
2.41 5 0.42 2.41 f 0.47 -0.166 
6831514-s 
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To test the method when C was assumed to be general, we took five points 
each replicated 16 times. The elements of the 15 x 15 matrix C were defined 
as follows. 
E(y;) = E(S,2) = E(rp2) = 0.4, i = 1, 2 ,..., 5, 
qyiq = E(y,c,) = E&q) = 0.1, i = l,..., 5, 
E(y,S,) = E(y&) = E&j) = 0.02, ifj; i= l)...) 5; j= l,..., 5. 
Thus the variances on the diagonal of Z were four times greater than those of Z* 
in the previous case in order to compensate for the fourfold increase in replica- 
tion. The results for 10 sets of data are shown in Table III. The mean estimates 
TABLE III 
Values of /$, fiz and Their Standard Deviations and Covariance for 
10 Sets of Data: 5 Points, 16 Replications 
2.39 f  0.46 
1.96 zt 0.66 
1.69 f  0.81 
5.29 * 1.5 
1.32 f  0.96 
1.95 5 0.66 
1.82 zt 0.44 
3.21 i 0.74 
-1.18 rt 1.03 
1.15 Ik 0.51 
2.34 It 0.39 -0.114 
3.41 f  0.89 -0.505 
2.37 f  0.68 -0.485 
2.95 3 0.29 -0.239 
3.78 5 1.11 -0.945 
3.84 & 0.79 -0.327 
2.52 & 0.31 -0.648 
2.91 & 0.73 -0.394 
3.99 f  0.69 -0.650 
4.62 i 0.98 -0.405 
of ,l$ and /3, were 1.96 and 3.27, respectively. While the general method is of 
more theoretical than practical interest, it could nevertheless find application 
in industrial production trials in which multivariate measurements are made 
on a large number of products. 
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